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0
Disconjugate differential equations play an important role in the theory
 .of ordinary differential equations ODEs . There is an extensive literature
 w x.on this topic see, e.g., 2 . The aim of this paper is to extend the theory of
disconjugacy for ODEs to differential equations with delays of neutral type
 .DEsDNT . For this purpose we formulate boundary value problems
 .BVPs for DEsDNT, which are generalizations of the de la Vallee PoussinÂ
BVP. Further we propose two definitions of disconjugacy for DEsDNT,
which are generalizations of the corresponding notion from the theory of
ODEs. Then we show the relations between the solvability of BVPs and
the disconjugacy DEsDNT. These relations are fundamental in the theory
of disconjugacy for ODEs. The results obtained can be also treated
 .numerically see the Remark of this paper . It is an open problem whether
the other important theorems from the theory of disconjugacy can be
carried over from ODEs to DEsDNT.
The paper consists of two parts. Each of them deals with one of two
generalizations of disconjugacy mentioned above.
1
Consider the following nth order linear homogeneous differential equa-
tion with delays of neutral type
n m
n. n. nyi.x t q a t x t y D t q b t x t y D t .  .  .  .  . .  . 0 i j i j
is1 js1
s 0, n G 1 E .n
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 .  .  .with continuous coefficients a t , b t i s 1, . . . , n; j s 1, . . . , m andi j
 .  .  4delays D t ) 0, D t G 0 on interval I [ t : T F t - T F q` .0 i j 0
Moreover let
a t F A - 1, t g I. 1 .  .
 .  .The initial ¨alue problem IVP for E is defined as follows: Let t gn 0
w .  .   .T , T and let a continuous initial vector function F t s f t ,0 0
 .  ..f t , . . . , f t be given on the initial set1 n
n m
i j 0E [ E j E ,D Dt t t0 0 0
is1 js1
where
i j wE [ t y D t : t y D t - t , t g t , T .  . . 4t i j i j 0 00
 4j t , i s 1, . . . , n; j s 1, . . . , m0
and
0 w  4E [ t y D t : t y D t F t , t g t , T j t . 4 .  . .t 0 0 0 0 00
 .  . w .We have to find the solution x t of E defined on t , T and satisfyingn 0
initial value conditions
x k . t s f t , k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, .  .0 k 0
x k . t y D t s f t y D t if t y D - t , IV .  .  . .  .i j k i j i j 0 1
i s 1, . . . , n; j s 1, . . . , m; k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1,
x n. t s f t , IV .  .  .0 n 0 2
x n. t y D t s f t y D t if t y D - t . .  . .  .0 n 0 0 0
 .  .  .THEOREM 1. Let the coefficients a t , b t i s 1, . . . , n; i s 1, . . . , mi j
 .  .  . w .and the delays D t ) 0, D t G 0 of E be continuous on T , T and0 i j n 0
 .let the initial ¨ector function F t be continuous and bounded on E . Thent0
 .  .  .the initial ¨alue problem E , IV , IV has exactly one solution on then 1 2
w .inter¨ al t , T .0
Proof. Let us assume that
inf D t [ D ) 0 .0
w .tg T , T0
if D s 0, then
inf D t ) 0 for k g N .0
w .tg T , Ty1rk0
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and thus we can proceed in the proof of Theorem 1 analogously as in the
.case D ) 0 .
 .  .  .  .Then the solution x t of the initial value problem E IV , IV isn 1 2
w xdetermined on the interval t , t q D by the differential equation with0 0
delays
n m
n. nyi.x t q b t x t y D t .  .  . .  i j i j
is1 js1
s ya t f t y D t , n G 1 E , f .  .  . .n 0 n n
 .and the initial value conditions IV . But the initial value problem1
 .  .  w x.E , f , IV has exactly one solution see 10 . This solution has an n 1
w . continuation on the interval t , T which may be shown by the method0
.just described .
 .  .DEFINITION 1. The set of solutions x t of E satisfyingn
x t y D t s x t s 0 .  . .i j 0
if t y D t - t , i s 1, . . . , n; j s 1, . . . , m 2 .  .i j 0
is called a band of solutions at the point t .0
 .  .DEFINITION 2. The set of solutions x t of E which, in addition ton
 .the condition 2 , satisfy also
x k . t y D t s x k . t if t y D t - t , .  .  . .i j 0 i j 0
i s 1, . . . , n; j s 1, . . . , m; k s 1, . . . , n y 1, 3 .
x n. t y D t s x n. t if t y D t - t .  .  . .0 0 0 0
 .is called the principal band of solutions of E at t . It will be denoted byn 0
 .B E , t .n 0
 .THEOREM 2. B E , t is an n-dimensional ¨ector space.n 0
 .Proof. It is easy to see that B E , t is a vector space. A basis ofn 0
 .  .  .B E , t is formed by the solutions x t; t , i s 1, . . . , n, of E withn 0 i 0 n
 .initial functions F s f , f , . . . , f defined asi i0 i1 in
1, i s j,
f t ' t g E i s 1, . . . , n; j s 0, 1, . . . , n . .  .i j t0 0, i / j,
w .In the following, it will be convenient to call a point j g t , T a0
 .  .zero-point of order p, of a solution x g B E , t iff x j s ??? sn 0
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 py1. .  p. . x j s 0 and x j / 0 the derivative at the end point j s t of0
w . .  .the interval t , T shall mean the right-hand derivative . If x j s 0 and0
 p. .x j s 0 for each p g N then we shall say that j is a zero-point of order
 .infinity. From the definition of B E , t we have that t is a zero-point ofn 0 0
 .  .x t . A solution x g B E , t with zero-point j s t of order greater thann 0 0
 .  .  .n is necessarily trivial see Theorem 1 . Thus if x g B E , t , x t k 0n 0
 .  .then there is e ) 0 such that x t / 0, t g t , t q e .0 0
 .The first zero-point of x g B E , t to the right of t which is at leastn 0 0
 . an n q 1 st consecutive zero counting also the zero j s t and including0
.  .multiplicity of zeros will be denoted by h x, t . If such a point does not0
 .exist, we put h x, t [ T.0
w .DEFINITION 3. By the adjoint point to the point a g t , T with respect0
 .to E we mean the pointn
a a [ inf h x , a : x g B E , a , x t k 0 . 4 .  .  .  .n
 .DEFINITION 4. Equation E is said to be disconjugate on an inter¨ al I,n
 .iff a g I « a a f I.
w xTHEOREM 3. Let I [ a , b be a compact inter¨ al. Then for some
 .d ) 0, E is disconjugate on e¨ery subinter¨ al J of I whose length is lessn
than d .
Proof. We shall prove Theorem 3 by contradiction. Let




d [ min 1, . 4 . /mnM
 .Assume that J ; I, the length of which is less than d ) 0, and E is notn
 .disconjugate on J. Then there is a point t g J and a solution x g B E , t0 n 0
 . w .which has at least n q 1 zeros including multiplicity in J [ t , q` l J.1 0
k . .  .Thus x t has at least n y k q 1 zeros in J k s 1, . . . , n y 1 . If we1
denote
k .m [ sup x t , k s 0, 1, . . . , n , .k
tgJ1
then, by the mean value theorem,
m F dmk kq1
with strict inequality if m ) 0. Since m ) 0 it follows thatk 0
0 - m - d nyk ? m k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 . .k n
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 .Further, from 3 we have
k .sup x t y D t F m , k s 0, 1, . . . , n. . .i j k
tgJ1
 .On the other hand, from E we haven
n
m F mM m q Amn nyi n
is1
- mnMd q A m , . n
i.e.,
1 - mnMd q A
 .which is a contradiction with 4 . The proof of the theorem is complete.
 .  .Let us now define an n q 1 -point boundary ¨alue problem BVP for
 .E . Letn
wt , t , . . . , t g I [ T , T , t - t F ??? F t , p F n ,.0 1 p 0 0 1 p
r , r , . . . , r g N, r q r q ??? qr s n q 10 1 p 0 1 p
b 1. , . . . , b  r0 . , b 1. , . . . , b  rp. g R,0 0 1 p
 .  .  .and let f t , f t , . . . , f t be continuous functions defined on E0 1 r y1 t0 0
such that
f t s b  i. , i s 1, 2, . . . , r . .iy1 0 0 0
 .  .The problem is to find a solution x t of E which satisfies the conditionsn
x n ky1 . t s b n k . , n s 1, . . . , r , k s 0, 1, . . . , p .k k k k
x ny1. t y D t s f t y D t , .  . .  .i j n i j
n s 1, . . . , r if t y D t - t BV .  .0 i j 0
i s 1, . . . , n; j s 1, . . . , m.
DEFINITION 5. The principal band of solutions for the boundary ¨alue
 .  .problem E , BV is the set of solutions from the principal band ofn
solutions at t which satisfy0
x ny1. t y D t s x ny1. t s 0 if t y D t - t , .  .  . .i j 0 i j 0
5 .n s 1, 2, . . . , r ; i s 1, . . . , n; j s 1, . . . , m.0
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 .We shall denote this band by B E , t , r . It is easy to proven 0 0
 .  .THEOREM 4. B E , t , r is an n y r q 1 -dimensional ¨ector space.n 0 0 0
 .Finally we shall define the adjoint boundary ¨alue problem ABVP to the
 .boundary value problem BVP .
Let
t , t , . . . , t , r , r , . . . , r0 1 p 0 1 p
b 1. , . . . , b  r1. , b 1. , . . . , b  rp.1 1 2 p
 .be such as in BVP .
 .  .The ABVP is the problem of finding a solution x t of E which is inn
 .B E , t , r and satisfies the conditionsn 0 0
x n ky1 . t s b n k . , n s 1, . . . , r ; k s 1, . . . , p. .k k k k
 .THEOREM 5. Equation E is disconjugate on an inter¨ al I iff the adjointn
 .  .boundary ¨alue problem ABVP to each boundary ¨alue problem BVP has
exactly one solution.
 .  .Proof. Each x t g B E , t , r can be written in the formn 0 0
x t s a x t , t q a x t , t q ??? qa x t , t . 6 .  .  .  .  .0 r 0 1 r q1 0 nyr n 00 0 0
Let
x t , t ??? x t , t .  .r 1 0 n 1 00
??? ??? ???
 r y1.  r y1.1 1x t , t ??? x t , t .  .r 1 0 n 1 00A s ,
x t , t ??? x t , t .  .r 2 0 n 2 00
??? ??? ???
 r y1.  r y1.p px t , t ??? x t , t .  .r p 0 n p 00
1.b1
..a .0
 r .1ba 11
a s , b s .. 1.. b2.
.a .ny r0 .
 r .pbp
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Then we have to choose a such that
Aa s b .
This, however, is possible for each b if and only if the corresponding
homogeneous equation
Aa s 0 7 .
 .has only the trivial solution. This occurs iff the differential equation E isn
  .disconjugate on I if E is disconjugate on I, then the trivial solution isn
 .  . the only solution x t g B E , t which has n q 1 zeros including multi-n 0
. .plicity in I .
DEFINITION 6. Let a continuous initial vector function F s
  .  .  ..f t , f t , . . . , f t be defined on an initial set E . Then0 1 n t 0
H t , F , r [ f t , . . . , f t , c q f t , . . . , c q f t : .  .  .  .  . .0 0 0 r y1 0 r nyr n0 0 0
c g R, i s 0, 1, . . . , n y r .5i 0
 .  .Notation 1. Let x t be a solution of E . Then we shall writen
x t g H t , F , r , .  .0 0
 .iff there are constants c , c , . . . , c g R such that x t is the unique0 1 nyr0
 .solution of E which is determined by the initial vector-functionn
f t , . . . , f t , c q f t , . . . , c q f t . .  .  .  . .0 r y1 0 r nyr n0 0 0
 .THEOREM 6. Equation E is disconjugate on the inter¨ al I if and only ifn
 .  .  .e¨ery boundary ¨alue problem E , BV has exactly one solution x t suchn
that
x t g H t , F , r . .  .0 0
 .  .Proof. Denote by x t; t , f , . . . , f the solution of E determined0 0 n n
 .by the initial vector function f , f , . . . , f . Now, Theorem 6 follows0 1 n
 .from the uniqueness of the solution of the initial value problem IVP ,
from Theorem 5, and from the identity
x t ; t , f , . . . , f .0 0 n
s x t ; t , 0, . . . , 0, a , . . . , a .0 0 nyr0
qx t ; t , f , . . . , f , f y a , . . . , f y a , .0 0 r y1 r 0 n nyr0 0 0
f s f t , i s 0, 1, . . . , n. .i i
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Theorem 6 allows us to define a multipoint boundary value problem,
which is a generalization of de la Vallee Poussin's boundary ¨alue problemÂ
for ordinary differential equations:
 .  .  .We have to find the solution x t of E satisfying the conditions BVn
for which we have
x t g H t , F , r . .  .0 0
 .COROLLARY 1. Equation E is disconjugate on I iff each generalizedn
boundary ¨alue problem has exactly one solution.
Remark. Let us consider the differential equation
x9 t q a t x9 t y D t q b t x t s c t x t y D t s 0, E .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .0 1 1
 .  .  .  .  . w . . <  . <  .where a t , b t , c t , D t , D t g C t , T , R , a t F A - 1, D t )0 1 0 0
 .  .0, D t G 0, which is a special case of E . It is easy to see that if the1 n
 .  .  .  .  .coefficients a t , b t , and c t in E are negative functions, then E is1 1
w .disconjugate on T , T .0
 .The generalized boundary value problem for E is as follows.1
w .Let t - t , t , t g T , T , b , b g R and let a continuous vector0 1 0 1 0 0 1
  .  ..  .function f t , f t such that f t s b be defined on E . We have0 1 0 0 0 t 0
 .to find the solution of E which satisfies the conditions1
x t s b , x t s b .  .0 0 1 1
and
x t g H t , F , 1 [ f t , c q f t : c g R . 4 .  .  .  . .0 0 1
 .If E is disconjugate on some interval I which contains t , t , then this1 0 1
w .problem has a unique solution defined on t , T . This problem may be0
 .numerically solved by the shooting method and then the constant c from
 .H t , F, 1 serves as a parameter.0
2
 .In the definition of BVP for E in the first part of this paper we haven
assumed that r g N. In this part we shall admit r s 0 and thus we get a0 0
second generalization of de la Vallee Poussin's boundary ¨alue problem.Â
Let
wt , t , . . . , t g I s T , T , t - t F ??? F t ,.0 1 p 0 0 1 p
let r G 0 be an integer,0
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and
r , . . . , r g N,1 p
whereby
r q r q ??? qr s n q 1,0 1 p
if r g N then p F n else if r s 0 then p F n q 1,0 0
b 1. , . . . , b  r1. ,b 1. , . . . , b  rp. g R,1 1 2 p
and let
F t s f t , f t , . . . , f t .  .  .  . .0 1 n
be a continuous vector function defined on E .t 0
 .  .The problem is to find a solution x t of Eq. E which satisfies then
conditions
x n ky1 . t s b n k . , n s 1, . . . , r ; k s 1, . . . , p .k k k k
and
x t g H t , F , r . .  .0 0
Now the question arises: Under what condition does the second general-
 .ized boundary value problem for E have exactly one solution? To given
an answer to this question, we shall proceed as in the first part of this
paper.
 .  .For t g I let us denote by B9 E , t the set of all solutions of E0 n 0 n
with constant initial functions which are defined on the initial set E . It ist 0
 .  .easy to see that B9 E , t is an n q 1 -dimensional vector space andn 0
B E , t ; B9 E , t . .  .n 0 n 0
 .  .  .Let x t g B9 E , t . The first zero-point of x t which is at least ann 0
 .  .  .n q 1 st consecutive zero including multiplicity of x t to the right of t 0
 .will be denoted by h x, t . If such a point does not exist, we shall put0
 .h x,t s T.0
DEFINITION 7. Let a g I. By the first adjoint point to the point a with
 ..respect to E we mean the pointn
a a s inf h x , a : x g B9 E , a , x k 0 . 4 .  .  .1 n
 .  .COROLLARY 2. a a F a a .1
 .DEFINITION 8. Equation E is strictly disconjugate on an interval I iffn
a g I « a a f I. .1
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 .COROLLARY 3. If Eq. E is strictly disconjugate on I, then it is disconju-n
gate on I.
Now we can prove the following theorem the proof of which is analo-
.gous to that of Theorem 6 from the first part of this paper .
 .THEOREM 7. Equation E is strictly disconjugate on the inter¨ al I iffn
 .each generalized boundary ¨alue problem for E has exactly one solution.n
COROLLARY 4. Let us consider the following boundary ¨alue problem
 .which is a special case of the second generalized boundary ¨alue problem .
Let
t - t , t , t g T , b 0. , b 1. , . . . , b n. g R0 1 0 1
 .   .  .  ..and let F t s f t , f t , . . . , f t be a continuous ¨ector function0 1 n
defined on E .t 0
 .  .The problem is to find the solution x t of E which satisfies then
conditions
x ny1. t s b n . , n s 0, 1, . . . , n .1
 .  .and x t g H t , F, 0 .0
 .If Eq. E is strictly disconjugate on some subinter¨ al J of I which containsn
the points t , t , then this boundary ¨alue problem also has exactly one0 1
solution. We can take this boundary problem as a generalization of the Cauchy
initial ¨alue problem for ordinary differential equations.
w x  .COROLLARY 5. In 8 are gi¨ en the tests for disconjugacy of E . It turnsn
 .out that the e¨aluated length of the inter¨ al on which E is disconjugate isn
 .greater than the e¨aluated length of the inter¨ al on which E is strictlyn
disconjugate.
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